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Government of West Bengal
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WEST BENGAL HEALTH RECRUITMENT BOARD

Date: 19.09.2022

Memo: 2019/HFW-53024/2/2021-HRB

INTERVIEWNOTICE FOR THE POST OF ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT (NON-MEDICAL)
ADVERTISEMENT NUMBER: R/AS(NM)/13/2021 DATED 02-11-2021]

1.

The intenview of eligible candidates for the post of ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT (NON-MEDICAL)

Advertisement Number: R/AS(NM/13/2021 DATED 02-11-2021] will

be held

on

and from 26.09.2022

onwards.
The Reporting time and date of interview of the candidate for the above mentioned post will be as per call
letter. Candidates are instructed to report on time. Candidate will not be allowed to enter at the scheduled

venue mentioned in the call letter if reported after one hour of the scheduled reporting time.

3.

Candidate must have knowledge in Bengali-Spoken and Written.

4.

Candidates are requested to bring blue/black ball point pen.

5.

Mobile phone, Laptop, Scanner, camera etc. are not allowed at the venue for intenrview.

6.

No TA/DA will be admissible.

7.

Due to Covid-19 Pandemic situation candidates are requested to wear mask mandatorily. No entry will be

8.

The call letter can be downloaded

allowed without wearing mask in proper way.

through login from

website

www.wbhrb.in

N.B

Please read all the instructions of Call Letter carefully.
Kindly download the call letter on or before date and time of reporting to the
interview venue.

Candidate need not carry any original documents with them except otherwise

mentioned
Candidate to keep their personal belongings to the open and unguarded storage
racks provided for the same. WBHRB will not be responsible for any loss or
damage for the same.

The venue will be mentioned in the call letter.

Sd/
Secretary & Controller of the Examinations
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